Student Opinion Is Sharply Divided

Gymnasium Advocates
Claim Hangar is Inadequate

Other Group Feels That Good Theater Is Lacking
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from the center of undergraduate activities.

Technology Union has chosen the subject of greatest student interest for discussion at its meeting on November 4. The question is: "A hangar that a student auditorium-theater be chosen as the project for expansion of recreational facilities rather than the gymnasium-widening project?"

Arthur M. York, Editor of The Tech, has promised a thorough investigation by the paper and will take a decision stand in a later issue. Relative costs as well as the greatest good for the students and the school will be considered before advancing any plan.

Tech Union
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three vacant positions on the commission.

Expect Report Attendance

"Resolved: that student auditorium-theater be chosen as the project for expansion of recreational facilities rather than the gymnasium-widening project" is the official wording of the question for discussion which John J. Wallace, '38, chairman of the Union Steering Committee expects to attract good for the students and the school.

A unique feature of the meeting will be open to members of the Union Steering Committee. This first typical Union meeting
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Need Theater, Says
Professor Greene

Claims Auditorium Would Have
Benefited Tech Show Financially

"There is a definite need for an auditorium of some sort as present," declared Professor William C. Greene and "my personal opinion favors an auditorium (instead of a gymnasium) as an improvement in that direction," he added.

"Tech Show would have had an easier time financially if it could have worked in its theater instead of armory. "Professor Greene said, when asked whether the lack of a theater contributed to the failure of the show.

Professor Dean M. Fullor, when asked his opinion, said that 10 places out of 10 that didn't have either would probably build a gymnasion. However, "the greater need should be divided," he added. Professor Fullor is coach of Dramashop, one of the organizations which would benefit from a theater at Technology.

"A swimming pool is needed here," said Glen C. Doherty, '37, Captain of Swimming, "in my opinion the situation at time before this need is realized." Doherty expressed no preference for a combination of pool with either a gymnasium or theater. He suggested a possible combination of all three.

Wallace also announced, to accommodate the large number of students who may desire to attend the discussion, registration for the first term will be provided in the Marble Lobby on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday of next week, the morning hours.

Membership Sign-Ups Next Week

This first typical Union meeting will be open to members of the Union.

Voss, Hedlund, McCellan Want
New Gymnasium

1939 Report By Representative Students Shows Necessity
Of Larger Walker

Kohl, Seykota, Favor Gym

"Do you want an addition to Wallace for dances?" or a gym to "develop your physique?" ... You are not going to get either (a gym or swimming pool) if you don't show the administration you want it. ... You be sure that in a few years it (the gym) will be an accomplished fact." These were some of the feelings expressed by Professor Walter C. Voss in connection with the proposed and much discussed gymnasium or addition to Walker Memorial.

The other side of the question is expressed in a report in the May, 1939, issue of the Technology Review by a representative committee of undergraduate students and alumni. This report stated that one of the most important needs of the school was enlarged facilities in Walker Memorial, including "provision of a suitable auditorium for gatherings of Faculty, Alumni, and Student bodies ... enlargement of the present accommoda-
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Ruth G. Raftery, '38, publicity. This year the Dramashop is giving new members a chance for dramatic work in the first term by the presenta-
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"I hope they are the finest," claimed that "they are the finest|... they should certainly be a good for the students and the school.

Freshman Rally
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"Coach Beveridge praised the football All-squad, and stated that if the spirit of teamwork was followed, the next game would be a success. He said that "they are the finest," claimed that "they are the finest,"
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Margaret Dienes and Rheeta Conelly, freshman co-eds, uncovering a claim hangar is inadequate.

Good Theater Is Lacking

..."The opinions of David S. McLellan, President of the Senior Class, George R. Wernig, president of the Walker Memorial Committee and Frederick J. Kohl, President of the Junior Class, were all in favor of the gymnasium, although Kohl said that both the gym and the addition were needed very much.

Student Opinion Is Sharply Divided

"The Institute has always been known to foster athletics, but they forget about the buildings. All colleges have facilities for a worthy recre-